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Abstract
We have developed a Free Body Diagram (FBD) Assistant that provides students with an
opportunity to practice FBD construction and to receive feedback. The system includes a
mechanism for tracking students’ progress over time. A previous version was written using
Macromedia Flash 5 and data storage and retrieval was via a SQL server. This was a stand-alone
package that integrated several functions including an interactive FBD drawing tool, an
assessment and feedback package, a FBD authoring tool, and session administration. Although
this software package was effective in training students in the proper construction of a FBD, the
feedback provided to students was rather superficial (e.g., “2 vectors are missing”). Instead of
further complicating the tool by adding code that provides more meaningful feedback to students,
we felt this could be done more effectively within the Courseware Authoring and Packaging
Environment (CAPE) developed by the Vanderbilt, Northwestern, Texas and Harvard/MIT
Engineering Research Center (VaNTH). The FBD Assistant was redesigned by extracting the
drawing tool and the authoring tool, and converting them into stand-alone interactive modules.
CAPE was used to provide feedback to students and the VaNTH Experimental Learning
Management System (eLMS) replaced the administration area. An XML-RPC compatible I/O
specification was designed that allowed communication between the FBD drawing tool and the
eLMS. The resulting system is considerably more versatile than the original version. When a
student submits a solution, the eLMS records administrative information and passes the solution
on to diagnostic modules authored in CAPE for a detailed analysis. A message providing
meaningful feedback to students is displayed by the FBD drawing tool. Comparison of Free Body
Diagrams constructed before and after use of the tool indicates that student performance is
improved following interaction with the FBD Assistant. Students can use this asynchronous
system to gain practice in constructing free body diagrams at their own pace and students’ records
can be analyzed to indicate progress over time.
Introduction
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Students in all branches of mechanics, including biomechanics, must master the art of constructing

a free body diagram (FBD). The procedure is relatively simple: isolate the body of interest from
all other bodies, replace contacting bodies with forces and/or couples (depending upon the type of
interactions), and include other externally applied forces, such as the weight of the body. Despite
the simplicity of the procedure, students invariably have trouble in constructing FBDs. They often
fail to assign the correct reactions to specific types of supports. This recognition process
improves significantly as students are exposed to additional problems. A system that allows
students to gain practice in constructing FBDs would be beneficial.
We developed an interactive, web-based FBD software assistant that provided students with a
means to gain experience in constructing 2-D FBDs. 1 An isolated body and problem statement
were presented on the computer screen. The student worked with the system to place forces and
couples on the isolated body necessary to keep it in equilibrium. When they were finished, the
system provided the student with limited feedback on their performance. If the force vectors or
couples were placed incorrectly, the students were given the opportunity to try again. After three
incorrect attempts, the correct FBD was displayed. The system was tested in a biomechanics
class of 46 Sophomore at Vanderbilt University. The students reported that the system was
beneficial in understanding how to construct a FBD. However, they felt the system could be
improved by providing more extensive diagnostics. The objective of the current study is to
provide more detailed feedback to students as they use the FBD Assistant.
Methods
The Vanderbilt, Northwestern, Texas and Harvard/MIT Engineering Research Center (VaNTH)
Courseware Authoring and Packaging Environment (CAPE)2 was developed specifically to
deliver web-based courseware to students. We decided to take advantage of CAPE’s features to
provide more meaningful feedback to students, rather than to further complicate the existing tool
by providing additional diagnostic code. The FBD Assistant has been redesigned by extracting the
student drawing editor and the solution editor (authoring tool) and converting them into Flash
MX interactive modules. Diagnostics is now provided to students via CAPE through the VaNTH
Experimental Learning Management System (eLMS),2 which has replaced the administration area.
An XML-RPC protocol3 was designed to provide communication between the FBD drawing tool
and the eLMS.
Construction of a free body diagram solution is made with the Solution Editor, and this is stored
as an XML-RPC condition set. Students use the FBD Editor to construct their FBD, which is
transmitted to the VaNTH eLMS as an additional XML-RPC condition set. The diagnostic
module is written using the Python programming language and packaged using CAPE. The
student solution is compared with the author solution and appropriate diagnostics are returned to
the student via the eLMS. Details of all student interactions are stored in the repository of the
eLMS.
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The system was tested in a sophomore-level biomechanics course at Vanderbilt University during
the Spring 2003 semester. Students took an in-class pretest consisting of 6 FBDs. The class was
divided randomly into two groups of 21 students. Each group was assigned three FBD problems
for homework, delivered via the FBD Assistant. The FBDs assigned for homework were different
than those presented in the pretest, but illustrated the same principles. Both groups had one
problem in common. The other two problems were different for the two groups, as illustrated in
Table 1. The sixth problem on the pretest did not have a corresponding homework problem, and

was used to infer the students' ability to transfer experience with the FBD editor to a problem they
had not practiced. Two days after taking the pretest the class worked the same in-class problems
on a posttest. The pretest and posttest were graded with the same rubric. Points were assigned
for each vector and couple, as well as for the location and direction of the vectors and couples
correctly identified by the students.
Table 1. Comparison of Problems used on Pre/Posttest and Problems Assigned with FBD Assistant
Pretest and Posttest
Homework, FBD Assistant
Problem
1

Section A of Diving Board

Group 1 only, not assigned to Group 2

Section B of Diving Board

Group 1 only, not assigned to Group 2

Pulley Assembly: pulley, pin, & support

Group 2 only, not assigned to Group 1

Problem
2

Problem
3
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Problem
4

Frictionless pulley isolated from assembly

Group 2 only, not assigned to Group 1

Block on ramp (smooth surface)

Assigned to both Group 1 and Group 2

Man holding block on ramp (rough surface)

No Homework Assigned

Problem
5

Problem
6

Results and Discussion
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The FBD Author Editor is illustrated in Figure 1 for an isolated tennis racquet. The author first
selects and loads a background image, then writes a problem statement in the “Instructions” box
that will be presented to the students. Next, the author clicks on vector or couple icons in the
upper left corner to insert vectors or couples. These are dragged to the appropriate location on
the image, the object is named, its type selected from a drop-down list (e.g., weight, friction, etc.),
the direction is assigned to an object (vector: 0-359 degrees; couple: clockwise or counterclockwise), and a tolerance for the correct vector direction is assigned (e.g., +/- 4 degrees). An
acceptable range of locations for vector or couple origins is specified to be within the area defined
by an ellipse in which the major axis, minor axis and orientation of the ellipse can be specified

(shaded area in Figure 1). Erroneous vectors or couples can be removed by first clicking on the
object, then clicking on the recycle bin. Once all objects have been placed on the diagram, the
author saves the solution to a file by typing the file name in the box at the bottom and clicking the
“save” button. The solution is saved as a condition set using XML-RPC protocol. Previously
saved solutions can be accessed and edited by typing the appropriate file name in the “file” box
and clicking on the “load” button.

Figure 1. FBD Authoring Editor
The interface and solution from the student editor is shown in Fig 2. Students click on the
“instructions” icon at the left of the screen to view the problem statement, which appears as a popup box (bottom of Figure 2). The students then add vectors and couples to the figure using the
icons in the upper left portion of the screen. They drag them to the appropriate place on the
diagram, name the objects, orient them, and assign types to each object. When they are finished
students press the “done” button to submit the solution to the VaNTH eLMS. Their solution is
stored in the eLMS repository using the XML-RPC protocol. They may save their current state,
without submitting the solution, by pressing the “save” button. They make then pick up where
they left off at a later time.
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A general diagnostic routine was written using the Python programming language, which is
supported within the Courseware Authoring and Packaging Environment. This routine compares
the student and author solutions. CAPE then delivers diagnostic information that can be
displayed in a popup box on the student editor. This provides students with feedback indicating
whether vectors or couples were missing, warns them if too many vectors or couples were
included in their solution, warns them if the couple and vector appear to be incorrect, and
indicates if vectors or couples were not placed within the prescribed limits set by the author for
object location and direction.

Figure 2. Student FBD Editor.
A total of 35 students took the pretest (15 from Group 1, 20 from Group 2) and 36 students took
the posttest (15 from Group 1 and 21 from Group 2). Average performance for each FBD
problem on the pretest is shown in Figure 3 and performance on the posttest is shown in Figure 4.
The ordinate represents the fraction of all items correctly identified by the students. These figures
show that for every one of the six problems students in all groups performed better on the posttest
than on the pretest.
Figure 3. Comparison of Group Performance, Pretest
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Figure 4. Comparison of Group Performance, Posttest
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Results in Figures 3-4 also show that students in Group 2 performed better on the pretest than
students in Group 1. To correct for this initial bias, the percent difference between posttest and
pretest scores are provided in Figure 5 for each problem and each group. It is evident from Figure
5 that the relative improvement for Problems 1 and 2 are greater for Group 1 and the relative
Figure 5. Percent Change Posttest vs. Pretest for Each Problem
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improvement for Problems 3 and 4 are greater for students in Group 2.
Results from a more detailed analysis of student performance on Problem 1 and Problem 3 are
shown in Figures 6 and 7. Clearly, students showed greater improvement on problems that were
similar to those worked using the FBD Assistant. Both groups also did better on the transfer
problem (Problem 6) after using the FBD Assistant, even though an equivalent problem was not
Figure 6. Problem 1: Percent Change, Posttest vs. Pretest
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Figure 7. Problem 3: Percent Change, Posttest vs. Pretest
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assigned for homework.
Although the FBD Assistant appears to improve student performance, some students find the
feedback options to be confusing. Several options are offered to the student in a generic fashion
when a vector or couple is incorrectly identified. We are currently working on reducing these and
making the diagnosis more specific for the problem at hand.
Conclusion
The FBD Assistant gives students an opportunity to generate FBDs and to receive immediate
diagnostic feedback. It has shown to be effective in a class of 42 biomechanics sophomores. The
FBD Assistant provides an example of how the VaNTH eLMS can effectively communicate with
software developed using web-based commercial packages (e.g., Macromedia Flash MX) using
the XML-RPC protocol. Each element of the FBD Assistant, including the student editor, the
author editor, and the CAPE diagnostic software has been tested and found to perform properly.
Each has been shown to communicate properly with the experimental Learning Management
System.
(This work was supported primarily by the Engineering Research Centers Program of the
National Science Foundation under Award Number EEC9876363).
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